OPTIMAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

Industry

Your partner for industry

Industrial climate solutions
Maintaining a proper working climate system is a real challenge for industrial buildings such as production facilities and distribution
centres. For instance, doors are often left open for a long time in order to load and unload goods, resulting in exposure to outside air
and draughts on the shop floor. The large and high spaces are often difficult to heat evenly, and because of air leakages the buildings
tend to be draughty. Furthermore, depending on use, each area has its own requirements for the desired inside temperature. Biddle
will work together with you to find a suitable climate solution for all these challenges.
Climate separation
Biddle has a range of climate separation solutions. Technological advancements make it possible to
optimally separate climate zones of different temperatures in doorways. Combining efficient
logistics with comfort on the shop floor is no longer an issue. The advanced automatic Biddle
control continuously achieves the ideal climate separation with a minimum of effort. Energy savings
are maximised by the separation efficiency, which can be as high as 94%.

Climate control
Biddle has developed an innovative solution for climate control in large spaces. Biddle effectively
re-uses warm air at ceiling level in order to automatically maintain the set room temperature at floor
level. The heated air is then very evenly distributed over the room. The result is a comfortable work
environment with a stable climate and high energy savings.

Your partner for industry

Biddle offers:
Easy logistics
- Clear entrances - free from obstructions
- Safer and faster transport
Comfortable working climate
- No draughts on the shop floor
- Constant inside temperature in every area
Energy-saving climate solutions
- Efficient climate separation in the door opening (94%)
- Optimal air distribution
- Minimised heat loss
Project Management
- Tailored service package
- Analysis, installation, commissioning and monitoring

From analysis to monitoring
Biddle has extensive experience in assembling customised climate solutions for industry. The best
options in the field of climate separation and climate control are pieced together to suit your
situation. Biddle is your partner at each step of the process, from analysis to installation, from startup to monitoring. All this with a single goal: the best climate solution for your building.

Leading references:
BMW
Bosch
Caterpillar
Grolsch
Renault
Unilever
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